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1. Are you allowed to ride or lead on the footpath or 
pavement? 
A Yes 
B No 
C Yes, during the day 

  
10.   What does this sign mean? 
         A Road narrows ahead  
         B Greasy surface ahead 
         C Pedestrian crossing ahead 

 
2.  What does this sign mean? 
        A You may stop for 5mins at any time 
        B You may stop if someone stays in the car 
        C You may not stop at any time 

 

11.    What is the first thing you should do when approaching 
an intersection? 

 A Look behind 
 B Move to the middle of the road 

         C Signal 
3.   What is the most important item of clothing that should be 

worn when riding? 
A Jodhpurs 
B Long boots 

        C Secured Safety Approved Equestrian Helmet 

12.   When turning left, do you have to signal? 
         A Yes 
         B No 

 C Yes, but only if there are vehicles behind you 

4. If you hurt someone in a crash, who must you report it to? 
         A A Police Officer or Police Station 
         B A driving school 

 C Your local garage 

13.   To avoid getting ‘trapped’ on a blind corner where on the 
road should you ride? 
        A As far left as possible 
        B Middle of the road 
        C On the outside of the corner 

5. When leading a horse on foot where should you walk? 
A  On the right of the road  between the horse and traffic 
B  On the left of the road  between the horse and traffic 
C  On the left of the road  with the horse on your right 

14.  What does this sign mean? 
        A Give way ahead 
        B Roundabout ahead 
        C Road narrows ahead 

 
6. What does this sign mean? 

A Lane closed ahead 
B Roadworks ahead 
C Road narrows ahead 

 

15.   What should you always do when a driver or other road 
user has been helpful and considerate to you as a rider? 

A Ride on 
B Get out of their way quickly 

        C Wave and smile to acknowledge their courtesy 
7. When turning right where should a horse and rider be          

positioned? 
        A Just to the left of the center line 
        B In the centre of their correct lane 
        C On the left near the verge or kerb 

16.   What does this signal mean? 
        A I am turning left 
        B I am turning right 
        C I am stopping 

 
8. When you are being followed by a vehicle with flashing blue 

and red lights and sounding a siren you must? 
A Stop in the middle of the road 
B Stop as safely and as quickly as possible 
C Keep driving as normal 

17.   When riding after dark what colour light should you have 
shinning to the front? 
         A White 
         B Amber 
         C Red 

9. In a group out riding, how would you cross the road? 
A Each rider crosses individually, when they want to 
B Cross in pairs, leading rider to make decision when to cross 

        C Cross in a group when the road is clear 

 

 
Who gives way in the following situations? 
       18.                                                                         19.                                                                20. 
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